JOSHA is a service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content
Language Feature and New Sections in JOSHA

Select Language to Filter Search
As a multilingual platform and with the goal of allowing our worldwide readers an easier access to their language of preference, beginning in December 2017 JOSHA included the "Select language to filter search" option. With this new feature, it will be possible to sort all the content in JOSHA by language. It is possible to filter the search by multiple languages, simply choose the languages from the dropdown list holding the control key (or command key on Mac computers).
During the submission process, it is now required to select the language the article is written on. In this case, it is also possible to choose multiple languages, for those works written in two or more languages. The language can be selected from the dropdown list, in the same fashion as for the search filter.
New Sections in the Journal
Due to the great reception of JOSHA and in response to the needs of our authors and readers we introduce new sections on our webpage, JOSHA Performing arts, music, DEMETRIOS Textbooks, DEMETRIOS Children's Books and DEMETRIOS Literary books.
Performing arts and music will enclose all works related to music, theatre, cinema etc.
As a result of the development of our Demetrios project, the new Demetrios books sections are now available. The main goal of Demetrios books is to become an online open access library with quality multidisciplinary and multilingual content and fulfill the high demand of free, quality educational and literary books for people all over the world. Readers have also the possibility to acquire the printed version of the books published on the site, only click on order book/Reprint and fill up the template to get your printed copy.
The Demetrios project began with an architectural textbook written in the Albanian language, and now has eight architectural textbooks, one children's book in Farsi and English, one in German and Farsi, and one in Hungarian.
Thanks to the collaborations JOSHA established in the last Frankfurt Book Fair we expect to significantly increase the content in Demetrios books within the next months.
It is our pleasure to share with our readers the progress of our projects and we encourage authors and readers to submit their papers and textbooks for publication in DEMETRIOS Books free of charge and also alert us to specific areas of need.
The non-profit International Academy of Science, Humanities, and Arts (IASHA), which is supported by donations and grant from individuals and Foundations, and the JOSHA editorial board continue to be committed to the free, open-access JOSHA Journal and the Demetrios project and strongly supports the growth of the DEMETRIOS Books library. We invite all our authors and readers to contribute and spread the idea and the goals of this project.
JOSHA keeps improving to allow our readers a more pleasant, productive and easy access to the multidisciplinary papers and books of JOSHA Journal and Demetrios Books covering all aspects of human creativity and discovery with a global perspective.
